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Abstract: This paper introduces an exciting new hut-like texturing pattern that shows lower 
Reflectance than pyramids and nanowires in the shorter and longer wavelengths respectively. 
OCIS codes: (040.5350) Photovoltaic; (350.6050) Solar energy.  
1. Introduction  
A large number of investigations have focused on lowering the Reflectance of solar cells by different means. The 
techniques being used generally lead to either high costs [1] or high surface recombination and high surface-to-
volume ratio [4, 6]. The motivation of this work is the search of a new texturing pattern capable of giving low 
Reflectance with low surface-to-volume ratio. In the next section, we describe the benefits of the hut-like pattern.  
2. Pattern details and comparison with other patterns 
 
                                 Fig. 1 Schematic of the hut-like pattern.                                                Fig. 2 Comparison between texturing patterns. 
In Fig. 1 we show a schematic of the hut-like pattern where the parameters Radiustop, Radiusbottom, Cap and Total 
height represent the radius on the top of the hut, radius of the top and bottom of the hut respectively, height and Cap.  
The shape of the pattern enables an efficient light trapping in the area in-between huts. The incident light 
penetrating in-between huts reflects multiple times against the side walls of the hut which are tilted with an angle . 
As this angle varies, the number of multiple reflections, may increase or decrease. We need the maximum number of 
multiple reflections to enhance the chances of absorption for any given Surface Coverage (i.e. hut concentration).  
In Fig. 2 we compare the hut-like (simulated and experimental) with other patterns with similar dimensions: 
nanowire, pyramid and vertical micro pillar [2-5].  The parameters of "hut-like simulated" are: total height= 1µm, 
Cap= 0.2µm, Radiustop= 0.5µm and = 115º. The Reflectance from the vertical micro pillar is higher than the hut-
like for the entire spectrum. When compared with nanowires and pyramids, the Reflectance from the hut-like is 
lower on longer and shorter wavelengths respectively. The difference in the performance is because the area in-
between the huts allows better optimization of the multiple reflections of the incident light; enhancing the chances of 
light absorption. The parameters of "hut-like experimental" are: total height= 0.99µm, Cap= 0.0µm, Radiustop= 
0.316µm and = 115º. The experimental results of the hut-like corroborate those from simulations. Furthermore, 
there is a good match in almost the entire spectrum, between the experimental and simulated results. 
                
Fig. 3 a. Cross-section SEM image after 20 mins etching. b. Planar SEM image after 20 mins etching 
In Figs. 3 a and b we show a SEM crossection and top view respectively of the sample with the hut-like pattern. 
The pattern was lithographically defined on a Si (100) wafer by the technique of Displacement Talbot Lithography 
using a EULITHA PhableR 100 system [7]. A lift-off process was used to create a regular array of 10-nm-thick 
chrome discs for use as an etch mask in plasma etch process. An SF6/C4F8 plasma was used to create the tapered Si 
rods using the following parameters: 20 W RIE, 1200 W ICP, 5/55 sccm gas ratio, pressure 10 mTorr [8]. These 
parameters gave an etch rate of ~50 nm/min with a DC bias of ~100 V. We will report further experimental results 
of the hut-like pattern and compare them with simulations. 
3. Simulation results on parametric analysis 
                                
Fig. 4 a. Performance comparison changing total height by means of changing Cap for total height= 1 µm. b. Performance comparison changing 
total height by means of changing Cap for total height= 2 µm. 
In Figs. 4 a and b we discuss the results obtained via simulations using Lumerical FDTD [9]. We compare the 
Reflectance as total height varies by changing Cap as function of Surface Coverage, while keeping other parameters 
constant. In Fig. 4 a the Reflectance from the pattern with total height= 1µm and Cap=0.2 µm is the lowest among 
the three lines. However, the small difference between the lines indicates that the vast majority of the light is 
absorbed at the slope part of the hut. Nevertheless, some small part of the light is absorbed by Cap. In Fig. 4 b we 
see similarly trend since the lowest Reflectance is given when total height= 2 µm with Cap= 0.2 µm. In this graph 
the attention goes to, the difference on the performance between the two cases with same total height. The very 
small difference, between these cases, indicates that as the total height increases, more of the light is absorbed by the 
sloped part of the hut and less by Cap. Therefore, in the case of Cap reducing to zero, making easier the fabrication, 
would not affect much the performance as the sample fabricated by our collaborators at University of Bath.  
4.  Conclusions 
The hut-like pattern offers lower Reflectance than nanowire and pyramids with similar dimensions and it can be 
fabricated with good accuracy. As total height increases, the influence of Cap on the performance reduces which 
suggests a low impact on performance when Cap= 0.0µm.  
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